Relative efficacies of gastric proton-pump inhibitors on a milligram basis: desired and undesired SH reactions. Impact of chirality.
Gastric proton-pump inhibitors (PPIs) are prodrugs. Their acid activation at pH 1.0 inside the canaliculus of a parietal cell should be fast relative to their serum elimination rate. Actually, all PPIs display chemical activation half-lives at pH 1.0 of a few minutes at the most, while being eliminated from serum with a half-life of about 1 h. This is the main reason they show similar antisecretory efficacies on a milligram basis. It is in line with about 5% to 15% higher healing rates in GERD, DU and GU when 40 mg is compared to 20 mg of either omeprazole or pantoprazole. The comparably large biological variation between patient samples explains why some studies show statistically significant differences between the two doses, while others do not. However, it would matter to the individual patient if s/he was the one additionally healed by a 40 mg dose within a defined treatment period. Chemical activation of PPI prodrugs is unwanted in weakly acidic tissue compartments such as lysosomes or secretory granules. However, the ratio of the serum elimination half-life (availability at the target) to the chemical activation half-life at a critical pH 5.0 is reversed only with pantoprazole. when compared to pH 1.0 (i.e. the ratio is < 1 at pH 5.0 and > 1.0 at pH 1.0). This is the basis of the high pH selectivity of pantoprazole. In contrast, rabeprazole is activated at pH 5.0 almost as quickly as it is at pH 1.0 and much faster than it is eliminated from serum. This unwanted reactivity of rabeprazole at pH 5.0 does not contribute to the antisecretory action at pH 1.0 and results in poor pH selectivity. Omeprazole and lansoprazole lie in between, as they are activated, at pH 5.0, about as quickly as they are eliminated from serum. The above activation rates refer to room temperature. At 37 degrees C. the activation rates of all PPIs further increase, by about the same factor of between 3 and 4. This renders their differential pH selectivities even more critical for drug safety. Biological consequences have been reported in the literature. It has been claimed that a dose of 40 mg of the S-enantiomer of omeprazole (esomeprazole) results in 10%-15% higher healing rates in GERD patients, compared to 20 mg omeprazole racemate. The same difference is found when the two doses of omeprazole racemate are compared to each other. This is not surprising, as the chiral PPI prodrug is converted by acid into an achiral cyclic sulfenamide which only then reacts with the proton pump. There is therefore no pharmacodynamic argument in favour of any single enantiomer formulation of any PPI. Moreover, potential pharmacokinetic differences between the enantiomers seem to be of little if any importance in the patient.